Optimality and efficiency are two measures that can be used by the system designer to select or compare between different optimal layouts. At the same time, the system designer has three choices of part assignment to cells in accordance with his needs (minimum sum of voids and /or exceptions). Unfortunately, the impact of choosing the type of part assignment on optimality and/or efficiency is not taken into consideration in any previous studies. In this paper, a critical analysis of the impact of part assignment in cellular manufacturing systems is elaborated on three cases borrowed from the literature. In the first case study, different grouping efficiency measures were used on two different optimal distributions having the same number of cells. These measures give different conflict evaluations, for that the designer's decision to choose the optimal solution depends on the optimality rather than the efficiency. For the second case, the analysis was performed using three types of part assignment on the same optimal system (same number of cells). The results showed that the designer's decisions depend on the constraints on the shop floor, since there is a conflict between the efficiency and the optimality. For the third case, one type of part assignment was executed on one system with different number of cells and the designer takes his decision based on the efficiency. 
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Introduction
Group technology (GT) can be stated as a manufacturing philosophy for improving productivity in batch production system (Srinivasan & Narendran, 1991) . Ho and Moodie (1996) defined cellular manufacturing (CM) as a direct application of GT in which a manufacturing system is partitioned into subsystems. The first step in cell design is the cell formation. The primary objective of cell formation is to generate distinct machine clusters and part families. Cell formation tries to create cells (machine groups), where parts in each cell are deal with minimum interaction with other cells (Adil et al., 1996) . GT problem uses a zero-one matrix A where aij = 1 represents the relationship between component j to machine i, and aij = 0, otherwise. When the components are divided into group families and machines are categorized into cells we may build a transformed matrix with diagonal blocks where ones located in the diagonal blocks and zeros are also located in the off-diagonal blocks. The resulted diagonal blocks represent the manufacturing cells.
The ideal situation appears when all the ones are in the diagonal blocks and all the zeros are located off the diagonal blocks (Nair & Narendran, 1996 1998 . However, this often does not happen in practice. Thus, the most attractive solution for CM systems is to have minimum number of zero entries inside a diagonal block and minimum number of ones entries outside the diagonal blocks (Suresh Kumar & Chandrasekharan, 1990) . Voids and exceptional elements have advance implications in terms of system operations (for more details see Adil et al., 1996) . Some of the important characteristics of the GT problem are (Srivastava & Chen, 1995) as follows, 1. Number of cells: The desired number of machine cells and/or part families can be specified a priori or determined by the solution approach a posteriori. 2. Cell size: To simplify managerial and control structures together with easier material coordination, the number of machines in each cell needs to be limited.
Specifying the number of cells in advance is a managerial decision. This decision is generally based on various factors such as total number of machines to be assigned to cells (cell size), physical constraints on the shop floor, and labor relation issues (Gupta et al., 1995) . In his model (Del Valle et al., 1994) , assumed that the maximum number of cells has to be established by the management. Crama and Oosten (1996) developed a model for machine-part grouping, with additional constrains in order to express limitations of a physical, technological or organizational nature. These limitations will be cardinality constrains on the size or the number of cells. Moreover, as the number of cells increases, material handling decreases. However, the number of bottleneck operations increases together with the investment by the management too . Some algorithms which do not impose any restriction on the cell size or the maximum number of cells, and try to reacg the natural grouping from the input matrix, will have some limitations since the quality of the solution depends on the initial machine clusters which are used (Viswanathan, 1996) . The effectiveness of a solution is normally measured by its grouping efficiency (P Chandrasekharan & Rajagopalan, 1986) or grouping efficacy (Suresh Kumar & Chandrasekharan 1990) or the total number of voids in the diagonal blocks and the number of ones outside the blocks (Viswanathan, 1996) .
The structure of the final machine-component matrix substantially influences on the effectiveness of the corresponding CM system (Seifoddini & Djassemi, 1996) . For this particular reason, the choice of grouping methodology has to be based on some criteria, which could indicate the goodness of a grouping solution. Therefore, a large number of grouping measures have been introduced to make an assessment on the efficiency of the block diagonal forms. The commonly known grouping efficiency measures in the literature are the Grouping efficiency (η) (P Chandrasekharan & Rajagopalan, 1986) , Grouping efficacy () (Suresh Kumar and Chandrasekhoran, 1990) , Grouping capability index (GCI) (Hsu, 1990) , Global efficiency (GLE): (Harhalakis et al., 1990) , Grouping measure (Miltenburg & Zhang, 1991) , Grouping Index (γ) (Nair & Narendran, 1996 , 1998 ), Weighted Grouping Efficiency (Sarkar and Khan 2001 and Double weighted grouping efficiency (Sarkar 2001 ). Grouping Cell Index (Mukattash, 2003) , Modified Grouping Efficacy measure (MGE), (Rajesh et al., 2016) , Weighted Modified Grouping Efficacy (WMGE), , Comprehensive Grouping Efficacy (CGE) , Grouping Cell Indicator (GCI), (Al-Bashir et al., 2016) .Weighted grouping efficacy ( ): (Ng, 1993) , Modified grouping efficacy (2): (Nair & Narendran, 1996 , 1998 , Cell Utilization (CU): (Mahdavi et al., 2007) For other measures that are available in the literature (See Sarker, 1999; Sarker & Khan, 2001; Sarker & Khan, 2001; Keeling et al., 2007; Mukattash et al., 2018) . According to Lee and Ahn (2013) GT can be used as a standard tool for assessing solutions based on a binary part-machine matrix without using the ordinal data. Keeling et al. (2007) pointed out that the quality of machine and part groupings could be evaluated using various objective functions, including grouping efficacy, grouping index, grouping capability index, and doubly weighted grouping efficiency. In addition, they developed a grouping genetic algorithm and reported that despite the fact that there are several studies on optimizing cell formations using efficiency measures, the cells which are formed this way do not always yield optimized factory measures. Since the GT problem has a multi-objective nature, various objectives have been proposed such as minimizing the number of inter-cell movements, the number or cost of machines duplicated, the number of exceptional parts, machine utilization imbalance, or maximizing summed similarities and machine utilization (for more details see Papaioannou & Wilson, 2011) .
From the above it can realize that, the first problem in cell formation is how to minimize the number of exceptional elements. If the designer wishes to form a cell regardless of the number of machines inside the cell, then the number of zeroes inside the cell (voids) will increase. For that the designer will face with two objectives of maximizing the utilization (by minimizing the zeroes inside the blocks) and minimizing the inter-cell movements (minimize ones outside the blocks) (P Chandrasekharan & Rajagopalan, 1986) . Next, part assignment is executed to minimize the number of voids and/or the number of exceptions. Cell size, labor relations, physical, technological, organizational, and economical constraints are factors that make it necessary to choose the type of part assignment. This means that there is a strong relationship between the type of part assignment and the constraints on the shop floor. In cell formation the system designer has three choices of part assignment to cells in accordance with his needs (minimum sum of voids and /or exceptions). The three choices of part assignment will give the designer the ability to reduce the effects of some of the physical, technological, or organizational constraints and hence reduces the transportation costs. Moreover, these choices will give him more flexibility to choose or compare between different optimal cells. Optimality of cellular manufacturing systems in cell formation can be achieved by finding all the possible ways of distribution of n-machines to p-cells with no cell empty.
In the literature, there are many researchers tried to study the relationship between the types of part assignment and other factors in cell formation Adil et al., 1996; Chen & Guerrero, 1994; Kusiak & Cho, 1992; Chow & Hawaleshka, 1993; Mukattash et al., 2002) .
This paper introduces a sensitivity analysis for the impact of the type of part assignment using some of the well-known grouping efficiency measures in cellular manufacturing systems. The three choices of part assignment will give the designer the ability to reduce the effects of some of the physical, technological, or organizational constraints and hence reduces costs. The analysis shows that, the designer's decision to choose the optimal manufacturing system may not necessarily depend on the optimality and/or the efficiency of that system. For that, the effect of some constraints on the shop floor should be taken into consideration to help him in his decision.
Commonly Known Grouping Efficiency Measures
The following definitions will be used in this paper:
Block: A sub-matrix of the machine component incidence matrix formed by the intersection of columns representing a component family and rows representing a machine cell.
Voids (v):
A zero element appearing in a diagonal block. Exceptional element (or exception) (e): A one appearing in the off -diagonal blocks. Perfect block-diagonal form: A block diagonal form in which all diagonal blocks contain ones and all off-diagonal blocks contain zeros. Kumar and Chandrasekhoran (1990) Sparsity (Block diagonal space) (B): Total number of elements within the diagonal blocks of the solved matrix, (Sarker and Khan 2001) .
Optimal solution: A system that contains minimum sum of voids and/or exceptions in the solved matrix. Alternative optimal solution: Two or more optimal systems having same sum of voids and exceptions in the solved matrix.
The following grouping efficiency measures will be used to study the impact of the of part assignment in cellular manufacturing systems.
According to P Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan (1986) Grouping efficacy () is defined as: 
where k+e is the total number of operations in the MP matrix, k is the number of operations in the diagonal block, e is the number of exceptions and finally, v is the number of voids.
Accourding to Nair and Narendran (1996) , Grouping Index (γ) is defined as: and A is a correction factor and B is the sparsity of the solved matrix and e0 is the number of exceptions, ev is the number of voids and q is the weighted factor. Moreover, Hsu (1990) defines Grouping Capability Index (GCI) as follows,
where eo: number of exceptional elements in the machine-component matrix. e: total number of one entries in the machine-component matrix.
Impact of using different grouping efficiency measures on alternative optimal solutions
Grouping efficiency measures are effective tools to evaluate the effectiveness of the structure of the final machine-component matrix in cellular manufacturing systems. In the following subsections the impact of using more than grouping measure on alternative optimal solutions will be studied and analyzed on two different case studies taken from the literature.
Illustration 1-a
The case study contains of 24 machines and 40 parts, taken from Nair and Narendran (1996) . The following table summarizes the results. Table 1 shows that number of cells, sparsity and sum of the voids and the exceptions are constant for the two solutions. Based on these measures the designer cannot choose the optimal or the best distribution between the two solutions (v+e=26), since the three grouping measures give different conflicting evaluations. For Grouping Index ( ), there is no difference between the two cells. For Grouping Efficacy (τ), the designer has to choose the first solutions (minimum voids). For grouping capability index (GCI), second solution has to be chosen (minimum exceptions). In other words the designer has to ignore these grouping measures and make his decision based on the optimality rather than the efficiency. In this situation where different grouping measures have been used for the two alternative optimal solutions, the designer's decision to choose one of them depends on his wish either to choose minimum voids or minimum exceptions.
Illustration 1-b
The case study contains of 6 machines and 6 parts ( Fig.1) , the problem was solved, using Kusiak's 1987 original p-median formulation and Viswanathan's 1996 revised p-median approach. The solution obtained using Kusiak's original p-median formulation and Viswanathan's revised p-median approach is given in Fig.2 . The second optimal solution was solved by Mukattash (2000) , using the 3-cell approach and the solution obtained is shown in Fig.3 . Table 2 shows that the two grouping measures give the same results for both optimal solutions. For that the designer cannot take decision to choose one of these solutions based on grouping measures. In both cases (illustration 1-a and 1-b) his decision will be made based on optimality rather than efficiency.
Impact of using different types of Part assignment on one optimal solution
In order to study the impact of all types of part assignment on one optimal solution (distribution), we consider the matrix given in Fig. 4 taken from the literature (Pachayappan & Panneerselvam, 2015) . The system contains of five machines and seven parts. In order to find the optimal solution(s) of this system, different methods and algorithms from the literature will be used to form two, three and four optimal distributions (cells). The optimal solution can be achieved by finding all the possible ways to form two, three and four cells from five machines. Then part assignment will be performed to these distributions with minimum sum of voids and/or exceptions. Finally, grouping efficiency of these distributions can be found by using one of the well-known grouping measures called grouping efficacy. 
Cell Formation
All possible ways to form 2-cells from 5-machines with no cell empty will be studied using the interactive algorithm developed by Mukattash et al. (2017) . All the possible ways of forming the two cells are equal to 15 ways. Then part assignment will be accomplished to all these ways with minimum sum of voids and/or exceptions. Moreover, grouping efficacy will be used to find the efficiency of the fifteenth distributions.
From Table 3 , it is clear that the second and the eighth distribution have the minimum exceptions (e=2). According to the definition of the optimality, both distributions are optimal. Having more than one optimal distribution will give the designer the flexibility to choose the most adequate one, so he can avoid some of the constraints on the shop floor. But according to the efficiency (τ), the designer will choose the eighth distribution which has the highest quality (0.70). In this case the grouping measure of efficiency has different impacts on the same system having the same number of minimum exceptions. In both cases the optimal distributions have different values of efficiency (0.51 for the second distribution and 0.70 for the eighth distribution). In this case the designer decision will depend on the constraints on the shop floor, since there is a contradictory between efficiency and optimality. The optimal solution for both distributions are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . Table 4 , it is clear that the first and the eighth distribution have the minimum voids (v=3). For that these distributions will be the optimal distributions among the fifteenth distributions. According to optimality the designer will choose the two distributions. According to efficiency (τ) the eighth distribution with τ = 0.73 will be chosen by the designer. In both cases the optimal distributions have different values of efficiency (0.37 for the first distribution and 0.73 for the eighth distribution). In this case the designer's decision depends on the constraints on the shop floor, since there is a contradiction between the efficiency and the optimality. Also in this case the grouping measure of efficiency has different impacts on the same system having the same number of minimum voids. The optimal solutions for both distributions are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . In this case the shop floor constraints will be taken into consideration to choose the most adequate distribution. Table 5 , it is clear that there is one optimal solution with (e+ v=5) and the efficiency of the system is 0.73. The optimal solution is shown in Fig. 9 .
Table 5
Optimal solution with minimum sum of voids and exceptions Using the three types of part assignment on the same system (two cells-with alternative optimal solutions) ( Table 3 , 4 and 5), the designer has three options of optimal manufacturing distributions. These options will give him more flexibility to avoid more constraints on the shop floor. Moreover, it is clear that the choice of part assignment may change the efficiency of the optimal solution. The impact of different types of part assignment (minimum sum of exceptions and/ voids) for the same system with different optimal cell layouts will change the designer's decision. While choosing one type of part assignment for alternative optimal solution (same cell size) may lead to us to face with some conflict between the optimality and the efficiency (Table 3 and 4 and related . In this case, the designer's decision will be based on the constraint on the shop floor.
Impact of using one type of part assignment on different optimal distributions
In order to study and analyze the effect of using one type of part assignment (minimum sum of voids and exceptions) on different optimal distributions of the same system, the same problem in Fig. 4 . is solved to form 3-cells and 4-cells from 5-machines.
Cell Formation
From the literature, any method can be used to find all the possible distributions to form 3-cells from 5-machines with no cell empty. Then part assignment was done with minimum sum of voids and exceptions as shown below in Table 6 . The optimal solution is shown in Figure 10 .
Table 6
Optimal solution with minimum sum of voids and exceptions 
Cell Formation
In the same way the same problem in Fig. 1 has been solved to form 4-cells from 5-machines using any method from the literature as shown in Table 7 . The optimal solution is shown in Fig. 11 . Table 5 , 6 and 7, the system designer can choose between different optimal cells layout. The selection between these layouts is based on the efficiency. In this case he may choose the three cell formation with the efficiency equal to 0.75. It is clear that, the impact of the same type of part assignment (minimum sum of voids and exceptions) on the same system with different number of cells is different for each layout. For that, the choice of the most adequate solution among these optimal distributions may depend totally on efficiency.
Discussion and Conclusion
Optimal cell solutions can be reached by finding all possible ways to form n-distinguishable machines into p-indistinguishable cells with no empty cell. All these possible ways will give the designer the flexibility of choosing the machine(s) inside the cell. In this paper, the impact of part assignment in cellular manufacturing systems has been studied for three case studies. The three cases have shown that the system designer cannot depend totally on optimality and/or efficiency as an effective tool to choose or compare between alternative optimal solutions. This is due to the conflicting objectives between optimality and efficiency. Moreover, the choice of the type of part assignment has a big impact on the manufacturing systems. In general the analysis of the impact of part assignment in cellular manufacturing systems has shown that:
 Alternative optimal solutions will give the designer more flexibility and in this case he can control the cell size and avoid the effects of some constraints on the shop floor.  Using different grouping efficiency measures at the same time will make the designer more confused in taking his decision.  The constraints on the shop floor will force the designer to choose the type of part assignment.  Contradictory between the optimality and the efficiency in cellular manufacturing systems will make the designer more confused and in this case the type of part assignment and the constraints on the shop floor will be an effective tool to help him.
